Midway’s EXTRA BASES
America’s Favorite Pastime!

Now in 2 Money Scoring Models!
Fascinating, challenging 1 or 2 player video game featuring colorful playfield, controlled pitching, runs for Extra Bases, fielding, scoring, crowd cheers, exploding home run sound — all the realism and excitement of America’s favorite pastime. Another big league winner by Midway.

Standard Arcade UPRIGHT MODEL
Full size, smartly styled, eye-catching and attractive cabinet with large colorful screen, header and side panels.
DIMENSIONS
Height: 69 1/2” (176.5 cm)
Width: 56 1/2” (143.5 cm)
Depth: 36” (91.5 cm)

DIMENSIONS
Height: 28” (71.1 cm)
Width: 22” (55.9 cm)
Depth: 32” (81.3 cm)

Plus Business COCKTAIL TABLE MODEL
The sit-down style that opens new types of locations and provides increased income in arcade locations. Features flip-flop screen for 1 or 2 players.
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For Service information—call toll free 800-323-7182
"Take me out to the ball game," is the opening musical refrain in EXTRA BASES, Midway's newest, exciting 1 or 2 player video baseball game.

The action begins with the home team racing out of the dugout to take their positions on the field. If two players compete, one controls the Bat/Run button, and the other works the Pitch/Field controls. The pitcher goes through realistic motions to throw fast, slow, inside, outside or curve balls for strikeouts or walks. The player up presses the Bat/Run button to swing—a hit to an open field position starts the batter around the bases. The defending player must spin the field control to move his outfielers in the direction of the hit. When a fielder reaches the ball, he is thrown to the proper base to beat the runner. The base runner can stop or keep running by releasing or holding the Bat/Run button. 'Safe' or 'Out' plays are accompanied by crowd cheers. After 3 outs, players change sides and the action continues. Homers set off flashing lights and sounds—just like at the ball park. In the 1 player mode, it's the player vs. the computer. Bonus inning is awarded player if he beats the computer.

EXTRA BASES for extra earnings!
- Available in attractive upright or sit-down cocktail table model.
- Features SBA Dollar Coin Kit
- Skill mode attracts attention.

Bat/Run Button
- Press to swing bat.
- Hold to advance runner.
- Release to stop runner.

Pitch/Field Control
- Press button to pitch.
- Speed and direction of pitch is controlled by rollerball.
- Outfielders are controlled by rollerball before pitch or after hit.

Screen displays Score, Innings, Balls, Strikes and Outs.
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